United States Contract Law
Vis a vis
Roman Catholic and Protestant Theology
by Moshe Siselsender
Let us apply Federal contract law for this dispute.

In cases where the contract language is ambiguous and it is impossible to resolve then the following
procedure is undertaken.

[1] The court will use past practices living experiences of the parties to cast light on the correct meaning of the terms under dispute.
[2] The Court will also see with whom what entities are associated with similar terms. It is analogous to the saying “birds of one feather stick together.”

In all the excavations by archeologists not
once have they found that that the Jews consecrated the life cycles of birth confirmation marriage illness and death with the adage used by Christians in the Mass.
It therefore is crystal clear that the Christian adage and basic theology are similar to the theology of the Mid Eastern Mystery religions.
It has zero association with 4000 year Jewish history.

Thus the claim that Jews are stiff necked by refusing to accept Christian theology is baseless.
Christianity for 1700 years employed the sword to dictate truth. They are a dictatorship to force all humans to accept their dictatorship by usurping the mantle that only they have the
ear of God. Anyone CHALLENGING THEM IS THE ENEMY OF God and deserves to be tortured to death in this world in order to save his/her soul.

This mentality of dictatorship has not
changed. It is still at the forefront of the theology.

No one’s soul can attain eternity and go to heaven unless he/she accepts the Trinitarian faith. Would they again attain power
we would again experience the dark ages and inquisition for those who differ and are accused of heresy. Further proof can be brought from Jewish history.
Alexander the Great considered himself the son of an Egyptian god. After conquering Judea in approximately 400 BCE, he marched on Jerusalem. He demanded that the
Jews place a statue of himself in the Holy Temple and worship the statute as the son of the Egyptian god.

The Jewish high priest convinced Alexander that Jews could not
accommodate his request.

However all males born would be named Alexander.

Alexander the Great the Greek emperor accepted the Jewish offer.
After Alexander the Great died or was killed the Greek empire was divided among his generals. One general took over Egypt and an other Syria.
There occurred continuous wars between these two factions. Judea was ravaged by both sides. At one period approximately
360 before the Common era the Syrian emperor Antiyochus conquered Judea and Jerusalem. He installed the statutes of the Greek gods Zeus the father
god and Hercules the son god at the Temple.

At that time the Jews rose in rebellion under the leadership of the Macabees. They overthrew the Syrian dictatorship. They won their independence and
ruled for a period of 200 years.

Thus Jews did not accept any theology of a father and son.

Following the crucifixion of Jesus the Gentiles high jacked the Jesus movement and
converted it to the theology of the Trinity. They called the Ebyonim heretics. The Ebyonim considered Jesus as a Messiah who would overthrow the Roman yoke in Judea. Jesus was an other
Macabee. Jesus was neither God nor his Son nor the Holy Ghost.

Christians have the right to believe any thing.

However they have no right to force others to accept their theology.
It is also a falsification of history to state that Jews at any point in their history accepted a father god and a son god.
Jewish history is explicit in denying that the GOD HEAD IS A COMPOUND.

[1] The sin of the golden calf in the Sinai desert following the announcement by God of the Ten
commandments. Moses went up the Mountain to receive the Ten Commandments written by God. He stayed 40 days. The Jews were apprehensive that Moses died. They
were confounded and demanded that Aaron build a substitute for Moses who would have the spiritual powers of Moses and at the same time is not mortal who can die. Aaron instructed them to
bring all their gold earings that were thrown into a fire. Out sprang a golden calf. The Jews believed that this golden calf was a compound of God. They still believed in God. However the calf
shared in the essence of God as a compound. This is considered paganism for Jews.

[2] Following the death of King Solomon the Jewish kingdom split into two Judea and Benjamin under the
offspring of Solomon and the Northern kingdom under various kings. The Northern kingdom worshiped a compound of God and other gods.

At one point in Jewish history Prophet Elijah
exhorted all the Jews to come TO Mount Carmel present day Haifa for a test to determine who really is the Diety God or the compound. The test was to see which God or gods of the compound would send
fire from heaven to burn the offerings on the altar. The compound priests prayed screamed cut their skin beseeching the compound to send a fire from heaven. Nothing happened.
Then Elija built an altar placed water on the altar several times until the altar with the animal sacrifices were covered with water. Then Elijah prayed. God sent fire from heaven and consumed all the
water and animal sacrifices. Thus it was proven for everyone that a compound is not what GOD IS.
Elija exhorted the masses with the following:
“Stop jumping on both sides of the aisle. If God is the Diety worship Him. If the baal idol is a god worship him. You can not have both. God is not a compound.”
When Elijah completed his mission God summoned him. Elijah did not die. Elijah entered heaven and became an Angel.[1] Elijah returns and is present at every circumcision. Elijah
returns teaches worthy scholars Torah.

Elijah proclaims that the Trinity is an other manifestation of the theology of God being a compound.

Jews are forbidden to believe in such a
theology. For Jews only any theology that is in conflict with the tenets of the TALMUD IS PAGANISM. [2] A Jew must be prepared to sacrifice his/her life rather than
accept any theology that is in conflict with the Talmud. A non Jew on the other hand is not responsible and does not forfeit his/her portion of eternity and heaven if they accept
the theology that God is a Compound. Even though such a theology is technically erroneous, however, a non Jew is not commanded to believe in the precise theology of the Essence of God.
Proof is the following. After the ten tribes of the Northern kingdom were conquered and expelled by the Assyrian empire a new group of non Jews the Samaritans replaced the Jews in
the Northern kingdom. These Samaritans worshipped idols.

As a result they were attacked by wild animals. When they inquired why? They were counseled to worship God. They
began to worship God but incorporated God with their prior worship of idols. They converted the worship of God to a form of worshipping a Compound.
Never the less the animals did not attack them. Thus it is ok for non Jews to retain the erroneous belief that God is a compound.

Non Jews have no law that they must sacrifice their life rather than
accept an erroneous theology.

But even Jews after the Temple was destroyed and there no longer exists Sanhedrin of 72 Judges who ruled on capital cases sitting at the Temple gates
since there is no Temple also have no obligation to sacrifice their life rather than accept an erroneous theology about the Essence of God. The question if one is to sacrifice their life is a
question of a capital case. When such an issue developed one was mandated to have the Sanehadrin rule. One could not make that decision on his/her own without a ruling from the Sanehadrin.
One was forbidden to forfeit his/her life. [3] Saving of a human life trumps all laws. “You shall observe my laws is order that you shall live and not die” [Vayikroh Leviticus 18:5]
Footnotes

[1] Elijah became an Angel. Mahrival cited by Hochmos Shlomo Rav Shlomo Kluger Shulchan Aruch Even Hoezer 17:1

[2] Any Theology in conflict with Talmud for
Jews is considered paganism. A Jew if coerced to accept it is duty bound to die rather than accept it. However since the Holy Temple and the sanhedrin meeting at the Holy TEMPLE NO
LONGER EXISTS IN OUR TIMES, NO Jew is permitted to volunteer and die. Sanehdrin no longer exists in our time no Jew on his/her own is permitted to sacrifice their life Beshomayim Rosh son
of Rosh. Also RAMBAM IGROS TAIMON.
ELIJAH IS NOT PHYSICALLY PRESENT AT CIRCUMCISIONS; ONLY SPIRITUALLY.
Additional historical proof

Ezra and the other members of the Great assembly at the time of rebuilding of the Second Temple refused to build the Temple together with the
Samaritans. The reason was because the Samaritans believed in a Compound theology similar to the later day Trinitarians.

Jews when they were under the occupation of Persia Greece and
Rome were always granted permission to keep their pure Monotheism and observance of their laws.

Even Pope Gregory the only Pope to be elected as both pope and
Emperor of Rome granted Jews the same rights they enjoyed previously.

Furthermore, a search of translations of the Hebrew Bible into Greek by Aquilas and the Septuagint made by...
70 Jewish Elders under the request by an Egyptian king are very clear in interpreting God refers only to pure Monotheism. The interpretation in Aramaic b Unkelos and Yoneson ben Uziel
explicitly renders all references in the Bible that are written in the plural tense as referring to the angels with whom God is consulting. They are referred as his counselors or Court. Never are they
referred as possessing Divine powers.

All these translations were made hundreds of years before the birth of Jesus.

The only place in the Bible referring explicitly to Messiah refers to
Cyrus called Koresh in Hebrew the Persian emperor who sanctioned the building of the Second Temple. Isaiah 44 last sentence and 45:1 Koresh is referred as The messiah. No place in
the Bible exists explicitly referring to Jesus.
Another test to the two versions of who is God?

PURE MONOTHEISM BELIEVED IN BY 1½ BILLION- MUSLIMS AND JEWS FOR THE LAST 4000 YEARS
Judaism proclaims that man/woman not Jewish do not have to accept pure Monotheism in order to go to heaven. God created the minds of everyone differently.
No two faces are alike. No two finger prints are the same.

No two minds are the same.

Talmud Bavali Sanehdrin 30A

So too, no two people can be expected to
have the identical concept of God.

God who created all humans knows this fact. So how can He expect that all men will have the same concept of the essence of God? It is God who told
Moses that no human alive can see – that means comprehend God. So if certain individuals claim that God is a compound even if we know one zillion % that it is wrong; never the less
those individuals cannot be blamed. Did God Himself tell them differently?

The Jews at Mount Sinai 3500 years ago were told that God is not a Compound. All
others not at Sinai never were told.

THE Compound religions
TRINITARIANS
PAGAN GREEKS
PAGAN ROMANS
Ancient EGYPTIANS
ANCIENT BABYLONIANS
BUDHISTS
HINDUS
All the MID EASTERN MYSTERY RELIGIONS HAVE THREE COMPONENTS – FATHER GOD SON HOLY GHOST. THE SON IS
CRUCIFIED TO FORGIVE
THE SINS OF ADAM
AND EVE.
ALL WHO ACCEPT THE
TRINITY ARE SAVED.
EACH OF THESE
RELIGIONS CLAIMS FOR
ITSELF A TOTALITARIAN
PHILOSOPHY THAT
ONLY THEY ARE THE TRUE FAITH FOR EVERY HUMAN IN THE WORLD. THEY REPLACE SUPERSESSION - SUPERCEDE ALL PRIOR FAITHS.
ANY ONE NOT ACCEPTING THEIR
FAITH WILL BURN IN HELL. IN ORDER TO SAVE THEIR SOUL YOU MUST FORCE EVERY ONE TO ACCEPT YOUR FAITH.
IF YOU POSSESS THE POWER YOU CAN GIVE THEM AN ULTIMATUM
THEY EITHER CONVERT OR ARE KILLED. THERE EXISTS NO COMPROMISE. THE UNBELIEVER EITHER CONVERTS OR IS KILLED. THAT RULE ALSO APPLIES TO A
TRINITARIAN WHO ESPOUSES A DIFFERENT NUANCE.

LIKE ROMAN CATHOLICS VIS A VIS GREEK OR EASTERN CATHOLICS OR ELSE
ROMAN CATHOLICS
VIS A VIS
PROTESTANTS.
MORE CHRISTIANS
HAVE BEEN KILLED BY
OTHER CHRISTIANS
THAN BY MEMBERS OF
OTHER RELIGIONS.
LET US JUDGE TRINITARIANS BY THE COMPANY THEY KEEP. THEY KILLED BILLIONS OVER THE LAST 1700 YEARS.

THEY USED CHRISTIANITY AS A
PRETEXT TO RAPE ROB AND KILL.

FORGET ABOUT GOD FOCUS ONLY ON THESE NON HUMANS ALSO KNOWN AS EUROPEANS.

WHERE EVER THESE NON HUMANS
TRINITARIAN WHO ESPouses A DIFFERENT NUANCE.
LIKE ROMAN CATHOLICS VIS A VIS GREEK OR EASTERN CATHOLICS OR ELSE
ROMAN CATHOLICS 
VIS A VIS 
PROTESTANTS.
MORE CHRISTIANS 
HAVE BEEN KILLED BY 
OTHER CHRISTIANS 
THAN BY MEMBERS OF 
OTHER RELIGIONS.
LET US JUDGE TRINITARIANS BY THE COMPANY THEY KEEP. THEY KILLED BILLIONS OVER THE LAST 1700 YEARS.

THEY USED CHRISTIANITY AS A
STEPPE THEY
CREATED CEMETERIES.

THE THEORY OF
EVOLUTION HAS TO BE
TURNED
UPSIDE
DOWN.

INSTEAD OF MEN COMING FROM APES
APES COME FROM EUROPEANS. EUROPEANS ARE THE POPULATION THAT REPRESENTED THAT CHRISTIANITY SANCTIONS
RAPE
ROBBERY
AND MURDER OF BILLIONS IN ORDER TO SAVE THEIR SOULS OR TO CONVERT THEM TO THE HIGHER MORALS AND ETHICS OF THE
SUPER RACE THE EUROPEANS.

THE SUN NEVER SETS FOR ENGLAND.

DEUCHLAND IBER ALOS GERMANY OVER ALL CERTAINLY THE CLERGY CO-OPERATED FOR 1700 YEARS
WITH THE KINGS OR THOSE IN POWER FROM THE YEARS 500 - 2019 AFTER THE COMMON ERA

Even today all the Christian Churches support conversion of Jews. They allocate
funds to target Jews to convert. The only exception is the Roman Catholics Evangelicals and those who believe in the Dual theology. God has a covenant with both Jews and Gentiles.
These Churches have a perfect right to believe in the Replacement or Supersession Theology. WHAT IS OFFENSIVE AND THREATENS THE SAFETY AND VERY LIFE OF JEWS ARE THE FOLLOWING:
WHEN Jews refuse to accept the efforts to convert them Jews are hated. All schemes are used to coerce them. When those trying to convert the Jews possess the power they will hurt harass rape
rob expel and kill the Jew.

Today when civil laws protect one’s rights Churches channel their hatred for the Jew to the Jew’s State Israel. They do every thing in their power to
delegitimize Israel. Suddenly they adopt the non existent or never existent Palestinians. They suddenly become the champion of the hated Muslims for a state. Certainly if it is a
question whom to hate more and hurt more? They elect to hurt the Jew. For 1700 years the Jew has been the favorite whipping boy. Why abandon the favorite whipping boy
with the least negative consequences?

If it is no longer fashionable to hurt the Jew and be accused of being an anti-Semitic then hurt the Jew’s State and Zionism. Just change the semantics.
It is no longer a secret that the Anti Zionism of the Protestant Churches in Pittsburgh spilled over and encouraged an anti Semite to kill 11 Jews and wound scores of others in a
Synagogue in Pittsburgh near the end of 2018. The hatred of Europens Protestant Churches for Jews is now in a new dress. It is hatred for Zionism and sticking up for the rights of the never
existent Palestinians. AnyTHING TO FRUSTRATE THE RETURN OF The Jew to his historical home. Such a return is blatant evidence of the falsity of the preachers of the Trinity that the Jew is
punished by losing his homeland for not accepting Christ as the Son together with the Father and the Holy Ghost. TOGETHER WITH THE Father and Holy Ghost.
As a result of this hatred scores of Jews have been killed and wounded.

In the 1600s Chelnetzki’s bands revolting against the central government killed half a million
Jews in Russia Poland

The pogroms were instigated by the Churches.

At that time the central government had extended limited freedom and rights to its Jewish citizens. They
were permitted to have an autonomous region and formed a league of four countries to manage their own affairs.

Chemezki destroyed all of Jewish life beside killing half a million and
wounding hundreds of thousands Jews.

Hitler did the same. Killing 6 million Jews 1 million Jewish children with the complete operation of the Europeans and most of
the Churches Catholic and Protestant.

Can this also happen in the USA?

That is why I have written and published on the internet books 129 130 131 to counter the missionary
effort and hatred of these Churches.

What have been the consequences of those who are ordained to spread the message of the New Testament?

Jews are already aware of the message
of the New Testament. They have studied the New Testament and know its contents better than most Christians.

However Jews elect not to accept Christianity.
The following populations also elect not to accept the Trinity:

Million of Unitarian
Millions of Jehovah Witnesses
Million of Seventh day Adventists
Millions or Billions
Deists - who believe in
God but not in formal
religion.
Millions who believe in
Pantheism that every
thing in the world is
God
Billions of Agnostics and out right Atheists. The Churches are convinced beyond a shadow of doubt in the truth of their theology. However how to deal with this overwhelming population of
non believers in the Trinity present a dilemma.

The following also do not accept the trinity:
The 1½ billion Muslims
1 billion Hindus
1 billion Budhists
million Zoroastrists
billion agnostics

US Federal Contract
law states the
following:

When sophisticated
attorneys draft a
contract the courts will
enforce all the terms of
the contract. Any
omissions will be left out. No matter what the consequences.

God wrote in the Bible “Hear Oh Israel God our God is ONE.”

Deuteronomy 6:4

God did not write God the father
God the Son

God the Holy Ghost.

In the covenant with Abraham

God also did not enumerate that He is composed of three distinct parts with one being half human.
God enrolled Moses to go to Egypt and plead with Pharaoh to let the Jews go to the desert to sacrifice to God. Moses requested that God tell him His name in order to have the Jews believe that his
mission is authentic.

God replied tell them my mane is “ehye asher ehye I AM that I AM”

God did not tell moses I am the Father the Son Half mortal Half God and the Hoy spirit.

Why not?
Because the additions of Son and Holy Ghost do not exist.

Moreover by stating the words Hear oh Israel God our God
God was referring that this stipulation that one must believe that God is one and not three or more refers only to Israel. Non Jews are free to believe other wise.
This tallies with what I have written all along.

I am not criticizing non Jews who are Christians. They are free to believe any thing they elect. They can change their theology when ever
they decide, which they did.

ALL OF THEM WILL INHERIT HEAVEN. AS LONG AS THEY OBSERVE THE Seven Nohadite Principlas.

[1] Belief in God
[2] not to kill
[3] not to rob
[4] not to commit adultery
[5] establish legislation to establish these laws
[6] Establish police and an army navy to enforce these laws and protect your subjects
from those who want to harm you.

[7] not to be cruel to animals.

In short obey all national state and local laws in all spheres. Unless these laws contradict the Seven
Nohadite principles or discriminate on basis of color gender national origin or religion.
THAT IS WHY THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION AND BILL OF RIGHTS MUST REMAIN ETERNALLY SAFE GUARDED.
GOD BLESS AMERICA
THE LAND OF THE FREE
THE WISE
AND THE BRAVE.

My mission is to defend Judaism against those who try to kill Jews or convert Jews as well to combat the
assimilation of Jews because of the good life in the USA and other democracies.

This battle has been going on for 4000 years.

The story of Chanukah is the battle for the
Jewish soul. The Greeks wanted to convert Jews.

The story of Purim is the battle for Jewish survival. Haman the Persian viceroy wanted to kill all the Jews.
Jews then succeeded in their battle for spiritual and physical survival.

In every generation for the past 4000 years Jews are faced with the battle for their spiritual and physical survival.
It is my mission to make a difference to benefit humanity by my contribution.

I rely on logic common sense and my knowledge of Jewish law and Laws of Federal Laws of the
USA. I have in the past and plan in the future in my books and essays to show parallel rulings between USA laws and Jewish laws. It is my contention that many laws of the USA
have their origin in Jewish laws.

I also have in the past come to the defense of Jews and the Jew’s state –Israel.

I consider it my mission to defend Jews against those who want
to destroy Jews physically and spiritually.

I employ my knowledge of these laws—Federal as well as Jewish Constitution, Contracts, Trusts, Torts, Criminal Civil Procedure.
Criminal Procedure
Evidence Philosophy
World and Jewish History.

I do not criticize Christianity or any other religion.
All religions have their origin thousands of years ago.

In 2019 all humans can be compared to passengers in a solar capsule in a Journey through space.
We all carry the traditions beliefs that were passed on for thousands of years. My mission is to examine over a period of 2000 years the kings, nobles power players, as well as the agents.
and carriers of these traditions.

How did these caretakers and vicars of God interplay with their opposite numbers when they were in power. How were Jews
treated? What means Jews used to survive?

All my writings are not a critique of any religion per se; but rather a critique of the kings nobles people in power, as well as, the
vicars and representatives of God.

Stripping away their magical powers of being eternally error free, I am focusing the light of common sense
and humaneness on all these actors.

I am not impugning any religion because of the criminal behavior of those who posed and were accepted as the vicars of God.
For 1700 years many of the vicars of Christ have been humane others unfortunately have committed criminal acts toward those who are weaker and have a different religion.
Besides Pope Gregory and St Paul in the version of the New Testament revised in the year 500 after the common era there existed kings nobles and those in
power, as well as, priests bishops cardinals Popes who were humane. Others were not humane. They exploited their status as kings nobles and princes of the Church to commit crimes. No
king or civil tribunal could bring them to justice other than the Pope if he was willing to intervene. Some did others did not.

However practically all fostered the lie that Jews are responsible
for the crucifixion unless they convert. The hatred toward Judaism exists even today. The zeal to have Judaism disappear from the face of the earth still is the highest priority even today.
Through out 1700 years some kings and nobles have offered relief and a shield against the hatred of the Church. Today the civil government and laws offer a shield against the hatred. However
the hatred is burning with a low fire but it is there. Today the hatred toward Jews takes the form of hatred toward Israel the State of the Jew.

Each murder of Jews in Israel Europe the
Americas can be blamed AS FELONY MURDER on those Churches who target Jews for conversion and delegitimize the existence of the State of the Jew-Israel. Those
who are the greatest champions for the Palestinians to replace the Jews in Palestine. PALESTINIANS HAVE TAKEN THE STATUS OF THE CHURCH REPLACING THE JEWS.- REPLACEMENT
THEOLOGY. SO NOW IT FOLLOWS THE PALESTINIANS WILL REPLACE THE JEWS IN ISRAEL. This artificial entity will be called the bastard palestine. The only exception are those Churches that do
not target Jews for conversion and support the Jew’s right to Yehudah Shomron Golan heights and Old City of Jerusalem. At least the Catholic Church does not subsidize any
conversion targeting Jews. The Catholic Church has withdrawn the charge of Deicide that Jews are responsible for the Crucifixion unless they convert.
If any other denominations have done the same, they are to be praised.

In future books I will elaborate on Jews living in Europe Italy Spain Portugal Russia France Germany England The
Eastern Roman Empire the Muslim world and the Americas for 2000 years up to today. This is vast task. It is my prayer that God will grant me life wisdom and strength to complete this task.
I will thank in advance all who have a hand in assisting me.

SEQUEL

IT IS IMPORTANT TO GO BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD.

THE STORY IN THE BIBLE BERAISHIT
GENESIS CAN BEST BE UNDERSTOOD IF WE KEEP IN MIND THE FOLLOWING:

GOD WHEN HE REVELED HIMSELF AT MOUNT SINAI AND LATER DURING THE 40 YEARS THAT THE JEWS
WANDERED IN THE SINAI DESERT

DICTATED TO MOSES EVERY LETTER EVERY WORD THE SEQUENCE OF THE LETTERS AND WORDS. MOSES WROTE DOWN LITERALLY WHAT WAS
DICTATED BY GOD. EACH LETTER AND WORD HAS THOUSANDS OF VARIANT MEANINGS.


[2] “HALLACHA JEWISH ORAL LAW” EXISTS
TODAY IN THE BABYLONIAN AND JE RUSALEM TALMUD HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS COMMENTARIES OVER 2000 YEARS ON THE TALMUD. THE SHULCHAN ARUCH
CODIFICATION DIGEST OF ALL LAWS. THOUSANDS COMMENTARIES ON THE SHULCHAN ARUCH. LATEST DIGEST OF ALL THE BOOKS.

OF ALL LETTRES WORDS AND SQUEENSES ”

[4] “DRUSH INTERPRETATIONS GIVEN BY SCHOLARS OVER 3400 YEARS”

THERE EXISTS IN THE STORIES OF THE BIBLE
MANY ALLEGORIES. THE ALLEGORIES ALLUD TO MORAL ETHICAL CONCEPTS. THE STORY MAY NEVER HAVE OCCURRED. WHAT IS IMPORTANT IS THE LESSON.
OR ELSE GOD INTERFERES WITH THE FREE WILL OF MAN. GOD PURSUES AN AGENDA THAT IS BENEFICIAL FOR THE FUTURE. SUCH AN AGENDA IS THE CONCEPT OF
DEATH. ADAM AND EVE BY EATING THE FRUIT AND THE TREE OF WISDOM UNLEASHED DEATH TO ALL FUTURE GENERATIONS.
FUTURE GENERATIONS WOULD NEVER DIE.

NOW WHAT HAPPENS IF THOSE IN POWER ARE EVIL MURDERERS ROBBERS RAPISTS?

IF THEY NEVER WOULD DIE THEN MANKIND
WOULD BE DEVASTATED. LIKE THIS GOD WANTS THAT THERE EXIST A NATURAL END FOR EVERY ONE. THUS EVIL PEOPLE AND THEIR ERA OF EVIL COME TO AN END.
TRUE IT WAS ADAM AND EVE WHO SINNED BY DISOBEYING THE COMMAND OF GOD. BUT IT IS MY OPINION THAT IT WAS GOD WHO MANIPULATED THEM TO CHOOSE THE WRONG PATH. IT WAS
GOD WHO WANTED BE DEATH TO PART OF LIFE. THEN GOD WILL RESURRECT ALL THE DEAD. THAT IS ALL PART OF LIFE IN GOD’S MASTER PLAN. THUS ALL THE QUESTIONS THAT I
POSSED IN BOOKS 129
130 AND 131 ARE
RECONCILED. ALL THE
QUESTIONS ARE ON
POINT.
GOD IS JUST. GOD HAS
FORESIGHT. GOD
PLEADS GUILTY OF
MANIPULATION FOR THE GOOD OF SOCIETY. OTHERWISE THE WORLD WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO EXIST.